Review of the Year
The frustrations of 2015 were put
away and the year finished with a
solid achievement of work in all
departments.
Recruitment of new volunteers
picked up in the latter part of the
year promising a healthy future
for the group.

R

eferring to the table at the foot of the page, it can
be seen that the total volunteer hours picked up
last year to about the average annual figure.
The number of completed gate installations were 27,
the highest for three years, but the total distance of
paths cleared or mown at 11km was no better than
last year. This was due not to a shortage of paths to
be cleared but to a difficulty at the beginning of the
growing season in getting the necessary permissions
for the work to be approved. Fortunately, in midsummer the system got to grips with the problem and
clearance work was able to work apace.
A notable achievement was a total of 56 waymark
posts being installed - the most the SCPMV have
installed in a year. This improvement was due to
locations for new posts being suggested by the SCPMV
and Chiltern Society Path Representatives in addition
to those coming on OCC worksheets.
�

Summary of SCPMV work completed for the eight years 2009 to 2016
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

1898

2166

1931

1994

1745

1890

1479

1801

**

883

750

584

893

Hours on path mowing/clearance

460

786

397

451

Volunteer hours worked onsite *
Hours spent on gate work

Wooden kissing gates installed

11

13

14

25

17

13

14

16

Metal kissing gates installed

14

11

8

4

8

2

1

5

Non-kissing gates installed

5

8

6

3

8

5

4

6

Total gates installed

30

32

28

32

34

20

19

27

Waymark posts installed

32

19

55

35

16

28

24

56

7.86

30.46

14.79

11.48

23.03

19.65

11.83

11.06

16

20

15

Paths mown/cleared (km)
Fallen trees cleared

* Includes a nominal time for the Tools Quartermaster duties (tool maintenance; transport to worksites, etc.).
** In addition to gate installations, this includes gate maintenance and repairs. In addition, from the start of 2016
this total also includes off-site Postsaver sleeving work.
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Gate Projects

Clearance

October 2016 saw the completion of the Chinnor Gates
Project consisting of nine kissing gates (of both wood
and metal) replacing stiles in two separate locations in
Chinnor - Sprig’s Alley and Henton. This project,
planned and overseen by Maggie Templeman, was the
start of a long awaited upgrade of the paths network in
the Chinnor Parish.

A frequently asked question is, ‘What’s the difference
between path clearance and mowing?’
The difference on paper is quite clear. Path clearance is
the heavy cutting back of hedges, shrubs and trees
lining footpaths and bridleways, whereas path mowing
is just that - the cutting down of the surface grasses,
nettles and other soft growth.

Maggie also received notice of approval of TOE2’s
funding for three more of her projects - a total of 21
gates in the parishes of Berrick Salome, Lewknor and
Shirburn. Due to the gate installation workload, these
projects are unlikely be completed by the SCPMV until
the end 2018.

In deference to birds, the heavy cutting back in path
clearance is not allowed during the bird nesting season,
say between March and September. During that period,
only path mowing is permitted.
However, in practice the distinction between clearance
and mowing isn’t quite as clear as it might seem.
Clearance on some paths turns out to be a very light
task, while on the other hand, the instruction to mow a
neglected path can be very hard work indeed with thick
soft growth up to chest height completely blocking the
path. That was frequently the case in the summer of
2016 when the seasonal growth was particularly
prolific.

Three of the year’s total of 27 installed gates were
donated; the remaining 24 were funded by the Trust for
Oxfordshire’s Environment (TOE2).
One of the donated gates came from the Chinnor Parish
Council and was to replace a broken stile alongside the
Chinnor Community Church in Chinnor High Street.
The installation was complicated by the need to permit
farm vehicles access to the field behind the church.

Path users don’t make a judgement when walking freely
along a path whether it was recently cleared or mown;
for them the distance of easy access is the only
criterion. For that reason, in the annual work table on
page 2, the figures for cleared and mown are
now presented as a simple single figure of total
distance in km making comparisons of improved
path access from year to year easier to make.

A convenient solution was found by replacing an
existing old field gate by a new Centrewire ‘Bristol’ gate
which has the novel feature of a pedestrian gate fitted
within the field gate itself.

Parish Path Representatives
The Chiltern Society aims to have a person
acting as a Parish Path Representative (Path
Rep) in each and every parish throughout the
Chilterns. This has been achieved for all the 37
parishes of the Oxfordshire Chilterns.

The ‘Bristol’ combined field and pedestrian gate: it is hinged
on the right and the integral pedestrian gate is at the left end

Being 3.6m wide and of steel construction it was too
large and heavy to be transported to site in the SCPMV
trailer from the tools and materials store in Ipsden.
Fortunately, and with many thanks from the volunteers,
Matt Ball, OCC Countryside Supervisor, delivered the
gate safely to the site on the Task Team’s long wheelbase LandRover. This is first gate of this type to be
installed by the SCPMV.
A subsequent inspection visit to the site revealed that
judging by the well worn path under the new gate, the
footpath is now being well used.
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The principal duty of a Path Rep includes walkevery path in the parish at least twice a year to
check and report any problems for rectification.
Problems will be reported to OCC Countryside
Service and simultaneously to the SCPMV via
their Area Secretary, either Maggie Templeman,
Stephen Fox or Alan Futter. This copy reporting to the
SCPMV can often shorten the time for remedial
action if the work can be quickly fitted in alongside
scheduled work.
Nearly all the Oxon Path Reps are also ‘Maintainers’,
that is, they are permitted to do very light clearance
work on their own. This might be clearing growth in
and around a gate, or removing fallen branches from
a path where safe. Although appearing small, this
unreported additional work is making a very real
addition to the upkeep of the whole paths network.�

It would be satisfying to think that on seeing
an awkward or dangerous stile, it could be
replaced by having a quiet word with the
farmer, followed by quick whip-round to
buy a gate and getting a few handy guys to
install it.
Sadly the real world is nothing like that.

P

lanning the installation of a gate can be a long and taxing
process demanding patience, persistence, negotiating skills
and knowledge of funding processes before the task can be handed
over to the volunteers for their part in the actual installation. And
throughout the whole process OCC provides essential practical and
legal help and advice, plus research facilities where necessary.
Funding for the gates comes almost entirely from the Trust for
Oxfordshire’s Environment (TOE2), with some Parish Councils
providing useful office assistance with materials procurement.
The SCPMV has three volunteers who do all the initial planning for the
gates - the Gate Instigators. They also happen to be the three Area
Secretaries for all of the 37 Oxfordshire Chilterns’ SCPMV parishes Alan Futter, Maggie Templeman and Stephen Fox.
In addition to the skills listed above, a Gate Instigator has to know
where best to install a gate, or series of gates, for the benefit of the
community. Alan, Maggie and Stephen have, between them, an
unrivalled in-depth knowledge of the footpaths in the area.

From managing three London
mainline stations, a member of the
Rail Channel Tunnel implementation team, Eurostar Sales Director,
and overseeing operational design
aspects of the new Waterloo and
Ashford International Stations,
Alan then switched from railway
tracks to countryside tracks.
He tests his newly gated routes by
leading fortnightly walks for visually
impaired groups.

Maggie worked in PR, copywriting and event organisation
for small technology companies,
which included travelling to
Australia, China, South Africa
and Europe, as well as being
based in California for a couple
of years.
Now settled in Oxfordshire, she
is bringing the long neglected
paths network of the North
Oxon Chilterns up to scratch.
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Stephen spent many hot years
in the Far East and Africa
managing large factories
producing bottles and cans for
multinational food and drink
companies.
When he is not overseeing
path improvement work and
co-ordinating gate installations, he shares his time with
the church and his and Judy’s
many grandchildren.

Gate Installation Projects - from an idea to the spades

T

he SCPMV made its first permanent replacement
of a stile by a gate in August 2007. There had been
one gate installation earlier in the year but that was
pulled out by the grouchy farmer in a fit of pique!

Whose path?
It’s not generally known that almost every footpath in
the countryside is on private property, and being on
private land does bring problems as any significant work
on the path has to be done with the approval of the
landowner. Not only that, but they own nearly all the
stiles and ‘structures’ on a footpath, too. Clearly, then,
the next step is to contact the landowner.

Since then, work has proceeded much more smoothly
and at the end of 2016 the total of gates installed was
234. Initially, gates were suggested by OCC but it
wasn’t long before the SCPMV’s Gate Instigators were
finding stiles worthy of replacement by themselves.

Meeting the landowner can be a formidable challenge.
The difficulties may start at actually knowing who the
landowner is, and many live some distance away. So can
begin a hunt, chasing each little clue gleaned from
neighbouring houses and farms. Some of the trails have
been tortuous but all have succeeded in the end.

One gate or a set?
Gates are frequently installed in the countryside on a
piecemeal basis, as and where the need or opportunity arises. The SCPMV decided right at the beginning of
its gates programme that this was the wrong approach.

There is no guessing what sort of reception there might
be when calling on a landowner for the first time.
Maggie Templeman tells of the time she knocked on the
door of a grand house. It was was opened by the owner,
a peppery member of the gentry who eyed her up and
down with disdain. “Go to the back door!” he barked.

As Alan Futter said, “We would be installing gates in
accordance with the Government’s initiative to
improve access for the less able to the countryside. At
that time I was already leading walks for groups of
blind people and I was aware of the problems they
encountered on footpaths. How on earth was it helping
the less able by replacing one or more stiles on a path
with a gate, when a short distance later there was yet
another stile to be climbed over?”

To business
But as Maggie has proved, politeness and persistence
invariably pays off and a proposal of replacing the old
stiles with shiny new gates is made. The suggestion is
not always received with enthusiasm but the prospect
of receiving a set of gates entirely free of charge is often
the deal maker!

The decision was taken: the only gate projects to be
progressed were those that made the whole length of
a footpath either a linear or circular walk, and entirely
stilefree. And that policy is still holding today.

There are still many detail points to be agreed. For
example, the landowner will have the choice of the type
of gate to be installed, wood or metal, and there will be
matters of fencing and stock control to be agreed.

The last leg
At last, the Instigator can start on the process of the
detail planning. Back to Jon in the OCC Office to confirm
that the County cannot see any reason for the Project
not to continue. Then, with a Gate Installation Team
Leader, detailed surveys of the gate sites are made to
list the materials required and cost the whole Project.

Planning a stile-free route

Now onto the PC to complete the TOE2 application form
for funding for the complete Project with a detailed map
of the gate sites and photos of the stiles to be replaced.
This form is necessarily very long and detailed as TOE2
must answer ultimately to HMRC regarding the proper
allocation of its funds.

Each of the Gate Instigators knows the paths in their
patch intimately and those with difficult and dangerous
stiles will come to the fore. The Instigator will also take
into account how much use the path currently enjoys,
and importantly, how much more use the community
might make of it if the path were made stile-free: could
it be a short-cut to school or to the village shop?
Stephen Fox takes up the story, “When I’ve got what
appears to be a workable route on paper - anything
from three or four to a dozen or more gates - I run it
past Jonathan Beale, our Field Officer at OCC. There’s
no point planning further if Jon’s aware of some legal
problem which could stop the project in its tracks.”

Once submitted, there follows many weeks of anxious
waiting while an assessor visits the sites, and a TOE2
committee reviews the application.
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If all goes well, the Gate Instigator’s many, many hours
of work are rewarded with a letter of Approval from
TOE2. The Project can now be handed to the SCPMV
team for the installation. But that’s another story. �

Gallery

Before and after clearance
of a path in Checkendon

Before

After

Hard digging through solid chalk

A fine October display on a Spindle tree

Stephen Fox loading waymark posts into
the rear of his 1972 vintage Land Rover.
Despite its age, it has proved to be
invaluable in ferrying materials and tools
over muddy fields.
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Other Facts and Figures:
With people coming and going, in 2016 the number of volunteers on the mailing list increased increased by 8.
Average number of volunteers onsite per workday in 2016 = 10 (the same as the previous year).
Onsite work sessions per month = 3 (typically 2 x Wednesday mornings; 1 x Saturday morning).
Volunteers onsite typically from 0845 to 1330 ; occasionally some jobs do over-run into a short afternoon session.
The amount of onsite work that can be handled is limited by the necessary offsite prior job planning and
preparation work. Time spent in preparation and back office work by the whole SCPMV Team is comparable to total
onsite hours and can often exceed the onsite time, even being double that.
Note that records are not kept of the time spent by the Path Reps routinely walking and checking paths.

To report problems found on Oxfordshire footpaths and bridleways:
OCC’s preferred way of reporting path problems is via their recently introduced online system.
Go to: www.oxfordshire.gov.uk/cms/content/report-issue-public-right-way
This quicklink direct to the reporting page may be found to be more convenient: www.tinyurl.com/gsbpw4y

If you are a walker, have you:
1. Seen the set of footpath maps published by the Chiltern Society? Small, convenient size, they show all the
footpaths and bridleways in the Chilterns and uniquely have the paths numbered in accordance with the Counties’
Definitive Maps (quoting Definitive Map path numbers can be helpful when reporting problems to any County).
https://chilternsociety.org.uk/product-category/maps/
2. Seen the Society’s book ‘50 Great Walks in the Chilterns’?
walks-in-the-chilterns/

https://chilternsociety.org.uk/product/50-great-

3. Seen the Chiltern Society’s current programme of guided walks? Quick link: http://tinyurl.com/znxhqt6
4. Seen the free downloadable leaflets and maps on the Chilterns Conservation Board’s website? The website also
has details of stile-free walks. www.chilternsaonb.org/explore-enjoy/walks-rides/walks-rides-leaflets-2.html

Links:
1. The Chiltern Society: https://ChilternSociety.org.uk
2. Oxfordshire County Council Countryside Access: www.oxfordshire.gov.uk/countrysideaccess
3. OCC Interactive Map of Rights of Way in Oxfordshire: www.oxfordshire.gov.uk/countrysidemap
4. Chilterns Conservation Board: www.chilternsaonb.org
5. Trust for Oxfordshire’s Environment: www.trustforoxfordshire.org.uk

Contact:
For all enquiries relating to this Review, previous years’ Reviews, copies of individual completed gate project reports
or any other aspect of the work of the South Chilterns Path Maintenance Volunteers:
Contact Howard Dell, telephone: 01494 764149, email: info@dell.myzen.co.uk
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The Chiltern Society
South Chilterns Path Maintenance Volunteers
are supported by

The Chiltern Society and the South
Chilterns Path Maintenance Volunteers
are extremely grateful for the help and
support that not only the above
organisations give them, but also those
Parish Councils, local landowners,
farmers and residents who make the
task of helping to care for the Chilterns
countryside so much easier.

Chiltern Society Head Office: White Hill Centre, White Hill, Chesham, HP5 1AG
Tel: 01494 771250

Email: Office@ChilternSociety.org.uk
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